The work presented in this paper is inspired by the user grouping approach of topological blind interference alignment (top-BIA) which is a semi-blind IA scheme and the fact that the partially-connected networks can be advantageous in terms of degree of freedom (DoF) and sum rate. The hybrid BIA scheme proposed in the paper uses top-BIA to group users that are randomly distributed in a dense small-cell network and aims to reduce the supersymbol length and overcome the DoF loss of the stateof-the-art hierarchical BIA (h-BIA) technique. The proposed scheme is very suitable for channels where coherence time is limited and also could attain a good DoF over a small number of symbol extensions. Both the sum-DoF and the network throughput for hybrid-BIA is greater than that of h-BIA. By varying the number of user-groups the paper shows that h-BIA constitutes a special case of hybrid-BIA. Finally, the paper demonstrates the effect of changing the number of transmit antennas and number of small-cells on the sum-DoF gain of hybrid-BIA over that of h-BIA.
INTRODUCTION
The pressing need to improve the spectral efficiency and hence the sum rate of dense cellular networks has led to an intensive study of interference and its effect on data transmission. To reduce intracell and intercell interference two mainline approaches can be followed. The first approach suggests using interference cancellation or avoidance 1 and the second, a technique known as Interference Alignment (IA) 2, 3 . Many interference cancellation techniques including the well known linear Zero Forcing (ZF) method 4 , require full channel state information (CSI) and as many antennas as the number of signals they are trying to cancel. Unfortunately, in densely populated urban areas this may become impractical since only a limited number of antennas can be employed at the base station (BS) 5 . On the other hand, conventional interference avoidance schemes such as TDMA and FDMA drastically reduce the spectral efficiency of cellular networks. The key idea behind IA is to align the interference in such a way that it spans minimum possible dimensions out of the available signal space and leaves many interference free dimensions for the desired signals. The number of interference-free signal dimensions is known as the Degree of Freedom (DoF) and it characterizes the performance of IA at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime 6 . To fully eliminate interference in a network, adequate number of antennas should be deployed at each node. The number of antennas required for solving IA is determined by its feasibility condition 7 . The main drawback of most IA techniques is that global channel state information should be available at each node 8 . This would be difficult to achieve since the overhead of CSI feedback would be high 9 . In absence of perfect or partial CSIT the DoF of the network would collapse and hence the transmissions would become unreliable 10 . An interference alignment method which did not require CSIT for the Broadcast Channel (BC) was first proposed in 2 and then was elaborated upon in 3 . This new technique referred to as the standard Blind Interference Alignment (s-BIA) assumes a -user × 1 MISO BC ([ , ] configuration) in which the BS is equipped with transmit antennas and each receiver is equipped with a single reconfigurable antenna capable of switching between preset modes. With no knowledge about CSIT, s-BIA can still align all intracell interference with only a mild assumption on the channel coherence structure and has been shown to achieve ∕( + − 1) DoF. In addition 11, 12 has used s-BIA under the -user × 1 MISO Interference Channel (IC) where users were assumed to have different number of preset modes.
The s-BIA technique requires that the channel remains unchanged throughout the duration of the transmission. Therefore, coherence time or bandwidth is important when determining whether BIA can be used 13 . This motivates the search for BIA schemes that can provide short supersymbol lengths which will correspond to realistic coherence times. The performance of s-BIA in cellular and clustered systems was first analyzed inMoreover, in this scheme users are only served by their corresponding BSs and can only switch between preset modes dictated by their hardware configurations. Under different user distributions, top-BIA would uniformly outperform both sync-BIA and ext-BIA. Even though in 17 the initial network is partially-connected (signals of only a small number of BSs can be seen by each user), in essence the groups of users determined by the top-BIA can be treated as a fully-connected network under s-BIA.
Finally, 28 has proposed the use of Hierarchical Blind Interference Alignment (h-BIA) scheme over the interference channel and suggests how to apply it in cellular networks with finite coherence time with no data-sharing between BSs. Initially, h-BIA forms proper groups of users and then in a hierarchical manner interference between receivers in the same group (inter-user interference, IUI) and subsequently between different groups (inter-group interference, IGI) is handled using s-BIA. h-BIA requires full connectivity among users and all available BSs. In 28 it has been shown that while h-BIA can significantly reduce the length of the supersymbol length, it would suffer from sum-DoF loss.
In this work we propose a hybrid-BIA scheme for coherence time-limited cellular networks. The work presented is inspired by the user grouping that top-BIA has introduced and the fact that partially-connected networks 29 can be advantageous in terms of DoF and sum rate. The hybrid-BIA scheme assumes that each user will only switch between its actual preset modes and will group the users in the network based on top-BIA. Afterward, classical h-BIA will be applied on the grouped users to align the intercell and intracell interferences where no collaboration and data sharing between the BSs is required. The paper will show that hybrid-BIA can reduce the supersymbol length while it makes up for the DoF loss encountered by h-BIA.
Organization of the paper is as follows: System model is described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the blind interference alignment framework and some applications in cellular networks. The proposed hybrid blind interference alignment (hybrid-BIA) scheme is detailed in Section 4 and to clarify its workings a toy example is provided. Afterwards, Section 5 provides the simulation parameters and examines DoF and throughput for the methods discussed herein. The paper also discusses how the DoF gain of hybrid-BIA changes in comparison to h-BIA when changing the number of user-groups, transmit antennas and small-cells. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Notation: Scalars are denoted by lowercase letters, vectors by boldface lowercase letters and matrices by boldface capital letters. [1 ∶ ] denotes a set {1, 2, … , } and ⟍ denotes the set of elements that are members of  and not . I × and 0 × are the × identity and zero matrices and when = they can be represented as I and 0 . Hermitian transpose operator is denoted by {⋅} + and ⌈⋅⌉ denotes approximating up to the nearest integer.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a MISO BC cellular network comprised of clusters, each with small-cells and total of = , base stations (BSs). Each BS is equipped with transmit antennas and serves users each with a single re-configurable antenna that can switch between ≤ , ≥ 2 different modes. At each mode, the user sees a channel which is independent of the other channels that are seen in the different antenna modes. BSs are assumed to transmit at a fixed power level and are randomly located by the end users. Power control is not considered in this paper and user/base station associations and clustering of small-cells are assumed to be known.
The received signal for the th user in th cell of the th cluster can be expressed as:
with ∈ {1, 2, ..., }; , ∈ {1, 2, ..., }; , ∈ {1, 2, ..., }, and [ , ] ∈ {1, 2, ..., }. x ( ) ∈ ℂ ×1 is the transmitted signal vector at time from th cell in th cluster and ( [ , ] ) is the distance based path loss model. [ , ] and h [ , ] ( ) ∈ ℂ
1×
represent the distance and small scale fading channel with preset channel mode [ , ] between th user in the th cell of the cluster and the th cell of the cluster .
[ , ] ( ) ∼  (0, 0 ) denotes the independent and identically distributed circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise with variance 0 . Finally, the transmitters are subject to the average transmit power constraint as [‖x ( )‖ 2 ] ≤ .
BLIND INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT FRAMEWORK AND APPLICATIONS
In order to set the foundation for our proposed scheme, this section briefly introduces the standard BIA framework and shows how it can be applied to various BIA schemes (Sections 3.1-3.5) in small-cell down-link cellular networks.
Standard Blind Interference Alignment
Blind interference alignment is a well studied topic for both the BC 2 and the IC 12 . The key condition for achieving blind interference alignment in a -user ( × 1) MISO BC/IC is that, over the duration of symbols (∀ ∈ {1, 2, … , }), the channel of the desired user changes in each symbol duration while the channels of undesired users remain constant. This way, the streams for the desired user will be distinguishable and all streams will align into a single dimension at all unintended users. To satisfy the aforementioned condition, the th receiver should use a reconfigurable antenna capable of switching between predetermined sequence of antenna switching modes (also known as preset mode patterns) to artificially generate a desired channel pattern over series of channel uses referred to as an alignment block. Since each user may have more than one alignment block, we can use the notation , to represent the th alignment block for the th user where ∈ {1, … , } and
To achieve high DoF, users will try to share as many temporal channel uses with each other while each receiver is still able to cancel the interference seen from the other users. To satisfy this requirement, a transmit precoder matrix needs to be constructed by concatenation of two main blocks known as the interference free block and the interfering block. The interference block requires time slots and the interference-free block ∑ =1 time slots respectively. Within each time slot of the interference block, signal vectors of all users are transmitted simultaneously. On the other hand, the interference free block is designed to ensure the orthogonality between desired signal vectors, hence during each time slot signal vector of only one user is transmitted. The precoder matrix constructed by s-BIA has a symbol length of SL s-
time slots. One interesting realization about the interference network in 11 is that the number of transmitters in the network does not affect the sum-DoF characterization for fully-connected networks. In a scenario where represents the transmit antennas for base station and  denotes the set of users who are served by transmitter , the sum-DoF of the network will only depend on the number of preset modes that each receiver has when
To clarify the above, we can consider a toy-example as depicted in Figure 1 where a 2-user × 1 MISO-IC channel has been assumed. User-1 and user-2 are assumed to switch between 1 = 3 and 2 = 2 modes respectively and transmitter(s) have ≥ antennas. h [ , ] represents the channel gain between the th BS and receiver which is served by transmitter where , ∈ {1, 2}.
Accordingly, the constructed precoder matrix for this toy-example would have a supersymbol length of SL s-BIA = 5 time slots (channel uses) and the transmitted signal x for the two users could be written as
where,
represents the transmitted signal for user-1 which can be decoupled to
denotes the transmitted signal for user-2 and can be decoupled to
for ∈ {1, … , 2 }. It is clear from (3) that the precoder matrices of user-1 and user-2 each has 1 = 1 and 2 = 2 alignment blocks where each alignment block is of 5 time slots and can be written as a block column vector made up of identity (I) and zero (0) matrices. Here each alignment block is responsible for transmitting one signal x , with ∈ {1, 2} and ∈ {1, … , } within the duration of the supersymbol length.
For the given toy-example, the transmitted signals and preset mode pattern of each receiver (independent of the number of transmitters in the network) are summarized in Table 1 . is transmitted for 1 times within the duration of its alignment block (3 time lots) where the first ( 1 − 1) desired signals are transmitted during the length of interference-block (first ( 1 − 1)( 2 − 1) time slots) and the 1 th desired signal is transmitted in the first time slot of the interference-free block (3rd time slot). Meanwhile as shown in Table 1 , user-1 changes its channel pattern by switching between 1 modes during the first 1 = 3 time slots ({ 1,1 (1) = 1, 1,1 (2) = 2, 1,1 (3) = 3}) while user-2 maintains its initial channel mode ({ 1,2 (1) = 1, 1,2 (2) = 1, 1,2 (3) = 1}) throughout this time. On the other hand, in the first 1 time slots, user-2 only uses the first 1 − 1 time slots to transmit its own signals. In the 1 th slot, user-2 keeps silent and receives unpolluted interference-free x 1,1 signal which can be used to subtract the interference in the previous 1 − 1 time slots. After 1 ( 2 − 1) time slots, each signal x 2, , ∈ {1, 2} is transmitted once more. In summary, the preset mode pattern of the toy example introduced in Figure 1 can be denoted as ⟨ 1 , 2 ⟩ = ⟨3, 2⟩, where the channel switching pattern of each user during 5-symbol extensions is as follows:
In the above toy-example, the received signal for user-1 during the first alignment block can be written as:
As shown by (4), the desired signal of user-1 occupies 3 dimensions while the interference signals from user-2 are aligned into a 2-dimensional space (one per alignment block). Finally, user-1 is able to subtract unpolluted signals received during the interference-free block from its polluted desired signals during the interference block. This interference subtraction procedure is known as Zero Forcing (ZF) and for our example is as follows:
By following this procedure, user-1 can solve the 1 × 1 system of equations in (5) and can extract 1 desired signals over its alignment block ( 1 ). In a similar manner, user-2 can extract 2 interference-free signals per alignment block ( 2 = 2). Hence, a total of ( 1 1 + 2 2 ) interference free signals can be achieved over the supersymbol length of 5 time slots which leads to a sum-DoF of (1 ⋅ 3 + 2 ⋅ 2)∕(5) = 7∕5. Moreover, due to the ZF subtraction procedure introduced in (5), the noise power in the first 1 − 1 received signal has been doubled which results in decreasing the sum rate of s-BIA scheme. For the 2-user, × 1 MISO-IC example the noise covariance matrix of user-1 is an identity matrix with diagonal elements 0 ⋅ diag(2I 1 −1 , 1) and normalization factor of √ 2. The general framework of the standard BIA scheme for constructing both the preset mode patterns and precoder matrices independent of the number of transmitters in the network has been summarized in Table 2 .
Consider th user, ∈ {1, … , }, with preset modes where ≤ ( denotes the maximum number of transmit antennas) and the set of preset modes for receivers ( ∈ {1, ⋯ , }) are denoted as  = 1 , ..., . The desired symbols of user-are denoted as
. Each x , where ∈ {1, 2, … , } has a signal constellation of size × 1. Similar to the 2-user example of Figure 1 , the precoder matrix for the -user case can be constructed by again concatenating the interference and interference-free blocks. Throughout the interference block duration, the th receiver operates at mode-1 for −1 time slots and switches to mode-2 for the next −1 time slots, and would continue to switch its mode up to mode ( − 1) (please refer to Table 2 ). During the interference free block, user-would be in preset mode to receive its desired signal vectors and in the remaining time slots it would operate in the same preset mode it was using before in the interference block while receiving the undesired interfering signal. Interference block for ( − 1) users
Interference block for ( − 1) users
This transmission strategy is beneficial since neither the desired nor the interference signals overlap with each other. Also, the interference signals received during the interference block can be measured by the desired user in the interference-free block to eliminate the interference via ZF. In general, through the s-BIA scheme, the th user has to perform ( − 1) subtraction in each time slot of its interference-free block, ( − 1) subtractions per alignment block and the total of ( − 1) subtractions for all of its alignment blocks. After canceling the aligned interference, the th received desired signal of receiver-from transmitter can be expressed as:
where, the z , ∈ ℝ ×1 is the received noise vector and due to the number of subtractions within each time slot of the interference-block the received signal would suffer from a noise increase. The covariance matrix for the noise is as follows:
with a normalization factor of √ . Moreover, H ∈ ℝ × represents the effective channel matrix of user-and since it has got full rank, the information symbols belonging to x , can linearly be decoded. Finally, with alignment blocks for userand desired symbols per alignment block, th user of s-BIA would achieve DoF over SL s-BIA time slots. Therefore, the sum-DoF for -users would be:
Note that, in -user MISO BC, because = , ∀ ∈ {1, 2, ..., } the equation (8) is going to match with the sum-DoF formula given in 2 . In short, the preset mode pattern for the s-BIA can be denoted as:
Synchronized BIA
Consider a cellular system, where s-BIA is implemented in each cell independently (similar to MISO BC). In such a scenario, neighboring cells are considered as a source of intercell interference. Since the s-BIA has been designed to handle the intracell interference, its throughput would be drastically limited by adjacent cells. The effect of intercell interference in this scenario was evaluated in 14 and 15 . Interestingly, it was pointed out that if the BIA codes of the BSs of neighboring cells are synchronized (sync-BIA), the effect of intercell interference can be considerably reduced. Both in 14 and 15 it was pointed out that after zero forcing at each user, those users in different cells using the same user index will face intercell interference and the rest will be aligned successfully. Figure 2 (a) depicts a three-cell cellular system where each cell has [ , ] = [2, 2] configuration and s-BIA is implemented in each cell independently. Users in each cell are denoted by black and red color indexes and the precoder for the three BSs is as depicted in Figure 2 (b). Users of any cell are only subject to the intercell interference from the same color index users of neighboring cells and will not sense any intracell interference. In this scenario, as users in each cell move from the center toward the cell boundary they experience more intercell interference. Achievable sum rate of the th user in cell f of the th cluster can be written as:
where, 
Extended BIA
A straightforward approach to cancel both the intracell and intercell interferences is through the use of extended BIA (ext-BIA) proposed in 17 . The precoder matrix is constructed similar to the s-BIA when the whole cluster is considered as a big cell with transmit antennas and users. Each user is served by its own BS using a predetermined supersymbol structure. Between the BSs there is no data sharing. written as:
is similar to (9c) with √ as the normalization term andH [ , ] is same as (9d).
Topological BIA
There is always a trade-off between the performance of sync-BIA and ext-BIA based on the user distribution in the network. When users are located close to the BSs in each cell, they experience low intercell interference. In this case, the sync-BIA performs better compared to the ext-BIA which tries to eliminate all weak intercell interference in expense of a longer supersymbol length. On the other hand, when users in cells are located closer to the cell boundaries, they receive strong intercell interference from neighboring BSs. In this case, ext-BIA can achieve higher normalized user-rate than sync-BIA by canceling all inter and itracell interference.
Instead of the above mentioned fully blind schemes, authors in 17 proposed to use a semi-blind IA scheme in which they would exploit the location information of the users and base stations in the network. They grouped suitable users that can be served at the same time as a single user, then the precoder would consider each cluster in the network as one big cell and construct the precoder for each group by using the s-BIA framework. This approach is uniformly superior in performance than sync-BIA and ext-BIA for any possible user distribution by minimizing the required supersymbol length.
The user grouping can be done by first defining a group indicator matrix which labels the suitable users for grouping. The matrix initially equals an all-ones matrix of size ( × ). Afterwards, the corresponding elements of interference limited users and the users in the same cell which cannot be grouped due to the intracell interference are replaced by 0 values. An example demonstrating the top-BIA can be seen in Figure 4 . We see that BS1 creates strong interference to the user-3 in BS2. Therefore, user-3 is not suitable for grouping with user-1 and user-2 from BS1 and this is indicated with 0s in the grouping indicator matrix (refer to Figure 4 (b)). BS1 also creates strong interference to the user-5 in BS3. Because of the same reasoning, user-5 is not suitable for grouping with user-1 and user-2 from BS1. Matrix also points out the users in the same cell that cannot be grouped because of the intracell interference issues. Therefore, users 1 and 2, users 3 and 4, users 5 and 6 are not suitable for grouping with each other and this is indicated with zeros in the matrix. Note that, the grouping indicator matrix is a symmetric matrix and its diagonal is all-ones since each user is suitable for grouping with itself. Given the grouping indicator matrix, top-BIA should determine the users that can be grouped and served at the same time via s-BIA. This grouping problem is known to be NP-Hard and one needs to design a heuristic algorithm that can provide an effective solution without too much complexity. Top-BIA aims to group the suitable users as much as possible without examining all possibilities. This approach may lead to a sub-optimal solution but nevertheless, it is much simpler.
Once the grouping indicator matrix is obtained, top-BIA would examine the proper sub-matrices of and compare it with an all 1s matrix to group the users. For a cluster that has cells, each with users, size of would be ( × ). Note that, the maximum size of any group can not exceed (users in the same cell cannot be grouped). Since the best scenario is when a group has users, top-BIA would start by examining the size ( × ) sub-matrices of (with symmetric row and column indexes) that are all 1s. If the condition is satisfied, top-BIA will group the corresponding users and remove the related columns and rows from and repeat the process with the remaining matrix of size ( − ) × ( − ). If the condition is not satisfied, then the algorithm will reduce the size to ( − 1) × ( − 1) and step through the same process once again. Finally, a set of grouped users denoted as Λ = 1 , 2 … |Λ| is obtained where and |Λ| respectively represent groups formed and the cardinality of the set Λ.
For example, in Figure 4 (b), the sub-matrix formed by the indices {2, 4, 6} is all-ones and top-BIA would group them together as 1 . Then, top-BIA removes 2nd, 4th and 6th rows and columns of and continues to examine the remaining matrix. If there are no other 3 × 3 sub-matrix that is all 1s then it will start to search for 2 × 2 sub-matrices. In our example, the next two groups obtained by top-BIA are {3, 5} as 2 and {1} as 3 . Finally, a group set is formed as Λ = {{2, 4, 6} , {3, 5} , {1}} which can be seen in Figure 4 (b) (same color indicates users of same group). After determining the user-groups, transmit precoders can be constructed as in Figure 4 (c).
To construct the grouping indicator matrix, the long-term SINR value corresponding to each BS-user pair is calculated and compared with a threshold to determine the 1 or 0 elements. For a given user distribution, the threshold value should be chosen so that top-BIA scheme can achieve higher throughput than Sync-BIA and Ext-BIA. The initial threshold value is chosen as the minimum across those pairwise SINR values. Then, we calculate and compare the expected network throughput of top-BIA and other blind IA schemes. The iteration process is continued (threshold value is updated with the next smallest SINR and so on) until the top-BIA can provide better performance than the blind schemes and threshold update will be stopped once the throughput of top-BIA starts to go down.
Under top-BIA, the sum rate of the th user in cell-of the th cluster can be calculated as:
is similar to (9c) with √ |Λ| − 1 as normalization term andH [ , ] is same as (9d). In addition [ , ] represents the set of BSs as source of intercell interference which transmit at the same time with the th user.
Hierarchical BIA
Hierarchical blind interference alignment (h-BIA) aims to reduce the supersymbol length without sacrificing much on DoF. The approach tries to group the users and aims to preferably have same number of users with similar user's modes in each group. In a hierarchical manner, interferences between receivers in the same group (inter-user interference, IUI) are handled first, by the design of pattern 1 using s-BIA. Subsequently, interferences between different groups (inter-group interference, IGI) are handled by the design of pattern 2 under the s-BIA framework. Both patterns 1 and 2 are dependent on the user grouping detailed below:
Consider a cluster with = total users where denotes the number of cell in the cluster and the number of users in each cell. Independent of number of transmitters, receivers are divided into groups where each group has = ∕ users. The th user in the th group is denoted as [ , ] [ , ]
= [ , ] ∕ and denotes the th user preset mode belonging to the user-group i.
Set of all [ , ] , ∀ ∈ [1 ∶ ], form the group mode set  = { [1, ] ,
}. The preset mode patter 1 for each group is constructed according to the group mode set ( , ∀ ∈ [1 ∶ ]) as:
⟩. If user-groups have same patter 1 to align IUI, the interference signal intended for another user in other group is also aligned. Therefore, the grouping condition can be written as:
In general, where user-groups have different  sets, to satisfy the above mentioned condition the common  set is designated as the union of the individual  set for all groups. Hence, the preset mode pattern 1 for all groups can be constructed by taking the union of all group mode sets:
Pattern 2 is constructed to align the inter group interference (IGI). Since there are groups, each with preset modes, pattern 2 is formed as:
As before, interfering signals are aligned through a predetermined sequence of antenna switchings, which is also known as the preset mode pattern. To perform the h-BIA, the preset mode pattern of receiver [ , ] is constructed by taking a Cartesian product of patterns 1 and 2 : n [ , ] = (pattern 1 of receiver in each group) × (pattern 2 for users in group )
To clarify the workings of h-BIA, we provide an example where 4 users with respective preset modes of 8, 8, 4, 4 are considered. To satisfy the above-mentioned grouping condition, users are partitioned into two groups where the users in each group have preset modes 8 and 4 ( = 2, = 2). Since the number of preset modes of each group is divisible by 2, preset mode group values are set as 1 = 2 = 2. By this partitioning each group would have similar group-mode-sets as  = {8∕2, 4∕2} = {4, 2}, ∀ ∈ {1, 2}. Recalling that s-BIA requires 7 time slots for ⟨4, 2⟩ configuration, pattern 1 for the union-group-set  =  can be written as: (1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3) , for users [1, ] (1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2) , for users [2, ], ∀ ∈ {1, 2}
Pattern 2 is designed according to the preset mode group values (   1   =   2 = 2) using standard BIA with structure ⟨2, 2⟩ and is as follows:
From (16) and (17) the preset mode pattern for each individual user can be generated as: 
Based on pattern-1 , the transmitted signals for group-1 ( 1 ) and group-2 ( 2 ) can be written as:
Finally, the transmit signal requiring 21 symbol extensions based on pattern 2 can be expressed as:
When the grouping condition in (12) is met, then user-groups have same number of users ( ) and users with same index in each group have same modes ( = [ , ] , ∀ ∈ [1 ∶ ], ∀ ∈ [1 ∶ ]). Hence, the sum-DoF for the h-BIA can be calculated as the product of (sum-DoF s-BIA achieved by pattern 1 ) and (sum-DoF s-BIA achieved by pattern 2 ):
The supersymbol length SL h-BIA can also be calculated as the product of (SL s-BIA with pattern 1 ) and (SL s-BIA with pattern 2 ):
It can be noted that within the duration of supersymbol length, the number of interference-free signals for the desired user [ , ] can be calculated as:
Comparing the results for s-BIA and h-BIA under complete grouping condition, we see that h-BIA can significantly reduce the supersymbol length however it suffers from a minor loss in sum-DoF. Equations (22) and (23) represent the reduction rate in supersymbol length and the sum-DoF loss ratio when
sum-DoF h-BIA sum-DoF s-
For the incomplete grouping scenario where pattern 1 is designed based on  in (13), the symbol extension length would be:
and with this length, the achievable sum-DoF becomes:
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incomplete grouping sum-DoF loss (25) In (25), the DoF loss represents the amount of DoF gap between the incomplete grouping and the complete grouping cases where all groups have the set as  . In what follows, the paper re-states the sum rate formula for h-BIA under one cell scenario and then we formulate the sum rate for h-BIA under a cellular setup.
Let us first consider a cell that has a single transmitter with transmit antennas and users with = , ∀ ∈ [1 ∶ ] preset modes. While the preset mode pattern for h-BIA is constructed, users are grouped into groups ( = ∕ ), and preset modes are also partitioned into groups ( = ∕ ). Assuming equal power allocation 14 , as in 28 the sum rate for the single cell scenario would be:
where
andH
In (26b), R̃ 1 denotes the noise variance matrix of groups 1 to ( − 1) after IUI and IGI cancellation and R̃ 2 represents the noise variance matrix of the last group which is not affected by IGI.
The results of the single cell scenario can be extended to a fully-connected homogeneous cellular network setting in which there are transmitters each with transmit antennas and receivers which can switch between preset modes so that each transmitter serves its corresponding receivers. The average transmit power constraint at the transmitter is for all transmitters. Each transmitter uses its entire power on the transmit symbol for its corresponding receivers (contrary to the previous scenario) so that the noise variance enhancement due to the constant transmit power scheme does not occur. Assuming uniform power allocation, the achievable sum rate of the th user (
, can be written as:
where,̃ = is channel between [ , ] and transmitter [ , ] as follows:H
( ) (29) and R̃ represents the noise variance matrix and can be written as:
where, R̃
and R̃
Note that, while the sum rate from (28) increases by using more transmitters due to the total transmit power enhancement, the total achievable DoF would remain constant.
PROPOSED SCHEME
Herein the authors propose a hybrid blind interference alignment (hybrid-BIA) scheme which aims to reduce the DoF loss that h-BIA suffers from and at the same time the proposed scheme tries to minimize the supersymbol length (symbol extensions required). Hybrid-BIA is inspired by the user grouping approach used by top-BIA 17 , and the fact that partially-connected networks can be beneficial in terms of DoF and sum rate 25 . The proposed hybrid-BIA scheme has a two-step structure. In step-1, the scheme exploits the location information of users and base stations (BSs) in the network for grouping the users that can be served at the same time. This can be done by applying the top-BIA scheme which has been described in detail in subsection 3.4. Grouping the users throughout the top-BIA scheme helps to reduce the number of actual users from to |Λ| and converts the given initial network to a fully-connected network. In step-2, the hybrid-BIA will apply h-BIA (introduced in subsection 3.5) on the set of user-groups , ∀ ∈ Λ (rather than the individual users) to align the inter and intra user-groups interferences. This approach would reduce the supersymbol length and the DoF loss that h-BIA alone would encounter.
The system model considered is a homogeneous cellular network comprised of small-cells each with one BS. We assume each cell has [ , ] configuration where, ∈ [1 ∶ ] and ≥ 4 1 and the total of = ∑
=1
users in the network. Hybrid-BIA can be applied under different scenarios such as: 1) on a dense clustered cellular network where the user association of each BS is known, 2) in partially-connected network where the transmission of each BS does not cause intercell interference on private users of the neighboring cells.
In scenario-1 where user and BS association is known, the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme applies the top-BIA to examine possible user-groups by changing the SINR threshold value (THR) at each iteration. The iterations will continue till the top-BIA achieves a higher sum rate than sync-BIA and ext-BIA. In the second step, h-BIA is applied to the user-groups formed by top-BIA. For scenario-2 since shared and private users have been predefined by the network, without any iteration the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme applies top-BIA to determine the user-groups and then it employs h-BIA on the user-groups formed. Algorithms 1 and 2 summarize the pseudocodes for the two scenarios described above. To clarify the strong points of the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme, we will first examine the performances of sync-BIA, ext-BIA, top-BIA and h-BIA schemes on a simple toy example (refer to Figure 5 ) and afterward calculate the achievable DoF, supersymbol length, and the sum rate for the proposed scheme. Finally, we will compare the achieved sum-DoF and supersymbol length of hybrid-BIA with the results obtained using the BIA schemes introduced in sections 3.2-3.5.
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FIGURE 5
Toy example for a partially-connected network where each cell has [ = 3, = 4] configuration.
As the toy-model consider a partially-connected network as depicted in Figure 5 , which has two cells ( = 2) each with [ = 3, = 4] configuration, ∀ ∈ {1, 2}, and total of = 6 users. Assume that users { 1 , 2 , 1 } belong to cell-1 and are served by BS1 and { 3 , 4 , 5 } belong to cell-2 and are served by BS2. In each cell, the users that are located close to the BS receive a strong signal, hence the interference from the other BS can be considered as noise. These users are referred to as private users and denoted as . The remaining users which are able to receive transmission from all BSs in their proximity are referred to as shared users and are denoted as .
Sections that follow calculate the achievable DoF and supersymbol length for the five different BIA scheme under the above toy example.
A: When sync-BIA is used, the precoder matrix of each cell which has [ , ] = [3, 4] configuration will be constructed independently as in s-BIA. Hence, each user in each cell will have = 9 alignment blocks, ∀ ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and is expected to achieve = 36 interference-free signals over a supersymbol length of 54 time slots. However, due to the intercell interference shared user 1 will have zero DoF and only the private users can contribute to the sum-DoF. Since DoF for a single private user is 36∕54 = 0.6 then the sum-DoF achieved with five private users would be 5(36∕54) = 3.3. (19) and (20) the sum-DoF for h-BIA would be ⟨2, 2, 2⟩⟨2, 2⟩ = (6∕4)(4∕3) = 2 within (4) × (3) = 12 time slots. E: The proposed hybrid-BIA scheme suggests applying h-BIA on the user-groups generated by top-BIA algorithm. For the toy example given in Figure 5 the top-BIA partitions = 6 users into |Λ| = 4 user-groups. The proposed scheme considers this set of user-groups, Λ = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 }, as users of a fully-connected network as depicted in Figure 6 
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FIGURE 6
Fully connected network with 4 user-groups. (a) 2 cell network with = 6 users partitioned into |Λ| = 4 user-groups. (b) Proposed hybrid-BIA precoder for BSs. Table 3 summarizes the achievable sum-DoFs and supersymbol lengths of all mentioned BIA algorithms for the toy-example of Figure 5 . Figures 7(a) and 7(b) depict the sum-DoF and supersymbol length curves for the aforementioned BIA techniques in a two-cell scenario as the number of users in each cell is varied from 3 to 14. Note that, when |Λ| = sum-DoF achieved is optimal for hybrid-BIA and at |Λ| = performance of hybrid-BIA will converge to that of h-BIA. Even though top-BIA with |Λ| = appears to have the best sum-DoF, the supersymbol length required by top-BIA is much larger than the one for hybrid-BIA.
In what follows, we will first formulate the throughput of the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme. Later in Section 5 we will evaluate the throughput of hybrid-BIA and compare it against the other BIA schemes introduced et al. Assuming uniform power , can be written as:
[ , ]H
[ , ]
where,̃ = ( + −1)( + −1)
is the transmitter which serves user in group andH [ , ] [ , ]
is channel between [ , ] and transmitter [ , ] .H
( ) (32) and R̃ represents the noise variance matrix and can be denoted as:
From top-BIA, the range of values for |Λ| will vary from to . Then, for hybrid-BIA with |Λ| = the sum rate would be maximized and the values for the diagonal elements of R̃ 1 would be minimized. Hence when |Λ| = the system will encounter the least noise increase due to a small number of subtractions.
Remark 1.
In 30 , a cognitive-BIA (cog-BIA) scheme for heterogeneous networks has also been proffered for eliminating the intracell interference of each tier plus the inter-tier interference. Since hybrid-BIA does not require any data sharing between BSs, authors believe that it would be possible to apply the hybrid-BIA scheme in heterogeneous networks. Independent of their tiers users can be grouped together using top-BIA and be served by their respective BSs by applying h-BIA. hybrid-BIA can also be applied to partially connected IC networks when the condition in (2) holds.
THROUGHPUT EVALUATION
In this section, first the sum rate performance of h-BIA will be evaluated and compared against that of the s-BIA assuming a single cell scenario. This would be done to demonstrate that, the sum rate and sum-DoF of h-BIA would be less than that of the s-BIA even in a single cell scenario over a wide range of SNR values. Later on, the paper will compute the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the throughput of the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme and the other state of the art schemes introduced in subsections 3.1-3.5 assuming a clustered small-cell network. Eventually, the performance of the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme would be examined under different number of user-groups (formed by top-BIA) assuming a cellular network with the same structure as in Figure 5 . Finally, in section 5.1 the achievable sum-DoF and supersymbol length of the proposed hybrid-BIA and h-BIA schemes would be compared under a symmetric cellular network where the number of private users per cell is the same. 2. For this scenario the sum rate comparison has been carried out assuming two different power allocation strategies: namely uniform and constant power allocation 15, 14 . In 14 it was pointed out that constant power allocation could improve the sum rate of BIA schemes. Figure 8 shows that for both uniform and constant power allocation the sum rate for h-BIA is uniformly lower than that of s-BIA. Moreover, in high SNR regime, the achievable DoF for h-BIA is also lower than that of s-BIA. These results agree with what has been stated in 28 and is further confirmed by the less steep slope for the h-BIA curves. Figure 9 shown the CDF versus throughput graphs of all five aforementioned BIA schemes evaluated at the center cluster of a clustered cellular network where each cluster has small-cells and each small-cell has [ , ] configuration with ∈ [1 ∶ ]. The total number of users in a cluster were taken as = ∑
=1
. The system parameters assumed for the throughput comparison of the BIA schemes in Figure 9 have been summarized in Table 4 . The total throughput in the center cluster has been evaluated via Monte Carlo simulations. During the simulations 250 realizations of the user distribution for the center cluster are generated and for each user location 500 channel realizations are simulated to generate CDF. Before comparing sum rates for h-BIA and hybrid-BIA with other methods introduced in the paper, the noise covariance matrices (30) and (33) has been re-expressed as in (10b) and (11b). Also, the normalization terms have been set to the square root of the diagonal elements of (10b) and (11b) respectively. 
FIGURE 10
Effect of number of user-groups on performance of hybrid-BIA for the toy example in Figure 5 .
As depicted in Figure 9 , the sum rate of the hybrid-BIA is higher than that of h-BIA and the improvement is significant for user distributions leading to a network throughput between 10-15 bits/sec/Hz. The difference in network throughput is due to the fact that h-BIA would require more time slots than the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme (this is so since hybrid-BIA only considers user-groups formed by top-BIA). Even though the curves for sync-BIA, ext-BIA and top-BIA appears to have a higher network throughput then h-BIA and hybrid-BIA a quick look at Table 3 points out these three methods require long supersymbol length and in most practical scenarios where coherence-time is limited they can not be implemented.
For the simulation of hybrid-BIA the user-groups can be formed by applying the top-BIA which will reduce the number of actual users from to |Λ|. As mentioned before the number of user-groups generated by the top-BIA depends on the distribution of the users in the network and would vary in the range ≤ |Λ| ≤ . Once the user-groups are formed, the hybrid-BIA scheme will apply the h-BIA on the set of user-groups , ∀ ∈ |Λ|. We note that for h-BIA to be applicable to groups formed by top-BIA, minimum preset mode of each user-group and the number of user-groups should be ≥ 4 & |Λ| ≥ 4 (minimum group size and preset modes for applying h-BIA).
One final simulation was carried out to examine the performance of the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme under different number of user-groups. The number of user-groups generated by the proposed hybrid-BIA depends on the number of shared users in each cluster. As more users enter the shared region(s) between cells, number of shared users are increased which would lead to an increase in the number of user-groups. Figure 10 shows the achievable DoF versus supersymbol length of the hybrid-BIA on the given toy example of Figure 5 by assuming different number of user-groups. Starting with one shared user, the hybrid-BIA could be applied on |Λ| = 4 usergroups as depicted in Figure 6 . When the number of shared users are 2 and 3 then the number of user-groups would be |Λ| = 5 and |Λ| = 6 respectively. Note that, smaller number of user-groups can achieve the theoretical maximum DoF with fewer symbol extensions. Finally, we would like to point out that the graph for |Λ| = 6 (each user-group with one member) matches the DoF for h-BIA depicted in Table. 3. This shows that h-BIA is a subset of the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme.
Note that, the staircase like behavior in the DoF versus symbol length curves is due to the optimization introduced in equation (39) of the hierarchical BIA paper 28 for the two-layer dynamic supersymbol design (DSD) algorithm.
DoF Gain and Supersymbol Length Ratio Evaluation
In this subsection the achievable DoF and supersymbol lengths for h-BIA and the proposed hybrid-BIA schemes would be compared under a symmetric cellular network with small-cells. Each cell is assumed to have [ , ] configuration and the network has total of = users. For h-BIA, it was assumed that number of user-groups was = √ and under perfect-grouping preset modes of groups and also of users in each group were respectively
For the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme, user-groups were determined via top-BIA and depending on the distribution of users in the network their number could vary in the range 
1 ≤ SL h-BIA SL hybrid-BIA ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ Supersymbol length ratio 
The lower and upper bounds for the ratio of the supersymbol lengths of h-BIA to hybrid-BIA are depicted in (39). The lower bound would be achieved when |Λ| = . Similarly, when |Λ| = the upper bound will be attained. As can be seen from (40), the hybrid-BIA will achieve a higher DoF as long as top-BIA can group the users (that is |Λ| < ). For |Λ| = the hybrid-BIA performance will be identical with that of h-BIA. In essence, this points out that h-BIA is a special case of hybrid-BIA.
To demonstrate the potential of the proposed hybrid-BIA scheme three more simulations were carried out. In the first simulation a two-cell scenario was assumed and the effect of user-groups on the supersymbol length ratio (between h-BIA and hybrid-BIA) and the DoF gain of hybrid-BIA over h-BIA was studied assuming = 4, = 9, and = 2. Figure 11 (a) clearly shows that the DoF gain will be higher for small number of user-groups (i.e. |Λ| = 4), and the gain reduces down to unity as |Λ| approaches its upper bound . The same observation is also true for the supersymbol length ratio between h-BIA and hybrid-BIA. In the second simulation, the number of transmit antennas (preset mode of each user) was varied from 4 to 80 when both |Λ| and were set as 4. Figure 11(b) shows that the highest DoF gain would be achieved when = 4 and as the number of transmit antennas is increased the DoF gain gradually will reduce.
Finally in a third simulation, DoF gain and supersymbol length ratio between h-BIA and hybrid-BIA was studied for different number of small-cells. This last simulation also considered the effect of |Λ| on the DoF gain as the network size is varied. Figures  12(a) and 12(b) depict the DoF gain of hybrid-BIA over h-BIA and the supersymbol length ratio between h-BIA and hybrid-BIA respectively. Clearly, both the DoF-gain and the supersymbol length ratio would scale up with the number of small-cells. Note that, for a fivefold increase on the total number of users in the network (initial = = 2 ⋅ 4 and final = = 10 ⋅ 4) approximately a threefold increase in the DoF gain would be obtained.
CONCLUSION
The paper introduces a new blind interference alignment scheme called hybrid-BIA for homogeneous cellular networks. The new scheme requires no data sharing in between BSs and users are assumed to only switch between their preset modes dictated by their hardware configurations. The proposed scheme is very suitable for channels where coherence-time is limited and could achieve a good DoF over a small number of symbol extensions. When compared with the five different BIA schemes introduced in the paper proposed hybrid-BIA scheme has the shortest supersymbol length and its sum-DoF is higher than h-BIA's which till recently was the method with the shortest supersymbol length in the literature. Also, the network throughput for hybrid-BIA is greater than that of h-BIA and would scale up as the number of small-cells is increased. When hybrid-BIA was simulated under different number of user-groups it was observed that the case where each user-group had a single member would correspond to h-BIA. This points out that h-BIA constitutes a special case of hybrid-BIA.
